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Read this if you want to know more about vaccines than your doctor, practise nurse and
health visitor.

The US Health Department’s National Vaccine Injury Compensation Programme1.
has shown that between 2,500 and 3,000 children are killed or injured each year
by vaccines.
The US Government has paid vaccine damage compensation to the parents of2.
autistic children.
The Japanese Government has halted part of its vaccination programme because3.
of children dying.
In the UK, GPs receive massive payments for giving vaccinations. And bonus4.
payments if they vaccinate enough patients. Doctors get very rich out of vaccine
programmes.
Vaccines are now given to eight week old babies, though there is absolutely no5.
long-term scientific evidence available to show that it is safe to do so. By the
time they reach their second birthday small children will have received over a
score of vaccinations. American children will have received even more. The
vaccine industry is forever looking for new vaccines to give.
You will find a full list of the research work done to investigate the safety or6.
otherwise of mass vaccination programmes on the palm of your left hand.
The diphtheria vaccine was first introduced in Germany. After the vaccine was7.
introduced the number of cases of diphtheria steadily increased.
The number of deaths from whooping cough had fallen long before the vaccine8.
was introduced. The vaccine has not reduced the incidence of the disease.
The flu vaccine is, inevitably, designed to deal with last year’s flu virus.9.
I have never met a doctor who has regular flu jabs (or any other jabs for that10.
matter).
In the past, a flu vaccine contained different strains of flu virus (propagated in11.
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chicken embryos); formaldehyde (a preservative); polyethylene glycol; gelatin
(made from cow’s bones) and a substance which contains mercury. The odd
thing is that the EU has banned barometers containing mercury because they
are thought to be dangerous. But doctors inject the stuff into people.
The polio vaccine did not ‘kill off’ polio. On the contrary, the vaccine resulted in12.
more sufferers. In Tennessee, in the US, the number of polio victims before
vaccination became compulsory was 119. The year after vaccination was
introduced, the figure rose to 386. Similar figures for other American states. Polio
became less common as a result of better sanitation and cleaner water supplies.
The vaccination had no useful effect.
Dr Jenner is widely acclaimed as the ‘inventor’ of vaccine. But it is not so well13.
known that when he tried the first smallpox vaccine on his 10 month son, the
boy became mentally retarded and died at the age of 21. Jenner refused to have
his second child vaccinated. However, the medical profession saw the
commercial possibilities and vaccination became popular (if deadly).
When Louis XV contracted smallpox he survived because his nurse hid him from14.
the doctors whose vaccines had killed his father and brother.
Even though TB is now a major problem, many countries have abandoned the TB15.
vaccine because it simply doesn’t work. Indeed, the evidence suggests that the
vaccine spreads the disease.
The risk of a child given the whooping cough vaccine developing brain damage is16.
officially said to be 1 in 100,000. But that’s the ‘best’ figure. Other research
shows that the risk is as high as 1 in 6,000. There is no doubt that the vaccine
causes far more harm than the disease and there is clear evidence linking the
vaccine to brain damage.
Vaccines are dangerous and they don’t always work. Up to half of the people17.
given a vaccine jab do not develop a resistance to the disease concerned.
Drug companies now publish long lists of reasons for not vaccinating patients.18.
Doctors rarely look at the lists, let alone take any notice. For example, for one
vaccine the advice is that babies who cry persistently or develop a fever should
not be given another jab. No one knows how much damage is caused by giving
several vaccines in a single vaccine cocktail.
The French Government abandoned its hepatitis B vaccine programme for19.
children after more than 15,000 lawsuits were filed for brain damage and other
serious health problems.
In the US a group of paediatricians with 30,000 young patients do not vaccinate20.
at all. They have no cases of autism in their practice.

For more information about vaccines please see Vernon Coleman’s book Anyone who tells
you vaccines are safe and effective is lying: here’s the proof. The book is available as a
paperback and an eBook on Amazon.
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